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Scrapers
  IFD #          Description      

#8272  13.5” High Temp Food Scraper

#8265  9.5” Plastic Food Scraper

#8267  13.63” Plastic Food Scraper

#8269  16.63” Plastic Food Scraper

6Dishwasher safe. 
6Contoured flexible blade for use with any 

shape container.
6Molded together to form sanitary seal to  

eliminate food traps.
6 Flexible blade retains its shape up to 212°F 

(High temp food scraper is heat resistant to      
500 °F.)

6Molded silicone rubber nubs keep blade off 
counter.

6 Ergonomic, nylon-covered handles that 
are completely sealed to ensure 
sanitary conditions. 

6Comfortable, sure grip nubs and a knob 
on the end of the handle to prevent 
slippage during use. 

6 It is also heat resistant to 475°F, 
allowing use on a vast array of 
mixtures.

6 Stainless steel wires are resistant to 
corrosion and rusting with a center 
reinforcement wire to eliminate 
bending, twisting and deforming. 

6 French style whips are best suited for 
mixing heavy food products. 

6 The Piano Whip is especially excellent 
for incorporating air into light food 
products such as eggs or blending 
sauces and creams.

  IFD #         Description                         

#7490        French Whip, 12” 

#7528        French Whip, 18” 

#7523       Piano Whip, 12”

#7521       Piano Whip, 16” 

Whips



  IFD #             Description                      

#7617   Browne 1/2 oz Stainless Steel Ladle

#7621   1 oz Stainless Steel Ladle

#7624   2 oz Stainless Steel Ladle

#7627   3 oz Stainless Steel Ladle

#7630   4 oz Stainless Steel Ladle

#7633   6 oz Stainless Steel Ladle

#7635   8 oz Stainless Steel Ladle
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Spoonulas

Ladles

6Paired with a grooved handle, this two-
piece construction is more resistant to 
breaking, ensuring longevity and added 
strength. 

6Heavy-duty, 430 grade stainless steel 
handle and bowl are resistant to both 
corrosion and rusting, while the classic, 
two-piece construction allows for sanitary 
use and is easy to clean. 

6Hooked handle helps the ladle to sit on the 
edge of the pot, which prevents it from 
sliding into food and also creates easy 
storage. 

6 Ideal for serving sauces, salad dressing, 
soups and more in accurate portions.

6 Spoon shaped blade for designed for 
mixing, scooping, scraping, smoothing 
and more.

6 Thermoplastic blade and strong 
polypropylene handle molded together 
to form a sanitary seal.

6 Flexible blade retains its shape up to 
212°F.

6Dishwasher safe.
6Made in USA.

  IFD #   Description                                     

#8259   9.5” Plastic Spoonula

#8261    13.5” Plastic Spoonula

#8263   16.5” Plastic Spoonula 
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